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QUESTIONS - for Class Discussion, Written Responses & Individual Reflection
1. If you could design your dream studio space, where would it be, what would it look like, and what would it

need? *CONNECTING, Anchor Standard 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. Essential Question:
How does making art attune people to their surroundings?

2. When considering Martorana’s statement, “Once you put the chisel on the rock it’s not going anywhere”
what is something that steadies you within your art making practice or process? What would be the
ultimate challenge for you to have to overcome within your current approach to making art? *RESPONDING,
Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work (VA:Re.7.1.IIa Recognize and describe personal aesthetic and empathetic responses
to the natural world and constructed environments.)

3. Does making art calm and ground you, or energize you more? How could you lean into your physical and
mental reactions to art making to further enhance your creative processes? How could you lean into your
physical and mental reactions to art making to further solidify or change your aesthetic (‘artistic voice’)?
*CONNECTING, Anchor Standard 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. Essential Question: How does
engaging in creating art enrich people's lives?

4. Is there something you believe would help you individually focus more or genuinely engage deeper in
school? If so, what is it? Do you feel you could ask your teachers to let you try it in their class(es)?

5. Can you pinpoint when you became interested in art (or another passion of yours)? *RESPONDING, Anchor
Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work (VA:Re.7.1.Ia Hypothesize ways in which art influences perception and understanding of
human experiences.)

LESSON IDEAS - for Projects or Sketchbook Practice & Inquiry
1. Create any artwork of your own choosing (that’s not and never has been assigned as a school art project).

*CREATING, Anchor Standard 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.

2. Choose your idea from above, or develop a separate idea entirely. Next, find something discarded and
create an otherwise unrelated artwork with it - on its surface, or incorporate the discarded material/object
into your work. How does this juxtaposition of your idea & (unrelated) material change or inform your work?
*CREATING, Anchor Standard 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. (VA:Cr1.1.Ia Use multiple approaches to begin creative
endeavors.  &  VA:Cr1.2.IIaChoose from a range of materials  and methods of traditional and contemporary artistic practices to plan works of
art and design.)

*National Coalition for Core Arts Standards. (2014). National Core Arts Standards: National Visual Arts Standards for Pre K - 12.
Retrieved from https://nationalartsstandards.org/
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